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Abstract 

Multi-objective simulation-optimisation is a useful tool for determining operating rules for water supply that 

are optimal for multiple management objectives and for expected conditions over the planning period. 

Previous studies have shown the benefits of streamflow forecasts in improving optimised objective 

performance of reservoir operating rules. This study demonstrates a simple method for incorporating 

publicly-available streamflow forecast information in operational planning for a water grid. Multi-objective 

optimisation is used to find operating rules for a case study that are optimal for three management objectives 

– maximising minimum system storage, minimising operational cost, and minimising spills from reservoirs – 

and for the forecast inflow scenarios. These forecast-optimised rules are compared to those optimised using 

inflow scenarios from the historical distribution, representing operation in the absence of forecast 

information. The results across four seasonal (3 month) planning periods indicate that, on average, operating 

rules optimised using forecast streamflow information perform slightly better in terms of the management 

objectives than those optimised using historical inflow information. Using multiple scenarios of inflow that 

span the forecast distribution increases the robustness of the operating rules and reduces the risk of under-

performance due to forecast inaccuracy. The results suggest that incorporating streamflow forecast 

information into multi-objective simulation-optimisation has the potential to provide improvements in seasonal 

operating rules for a water grid. 
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Introduction 

Water supply managers typically need to develop seasonal (3-month) or annual (1 year) short-term operating 

plans, to identify operating rules that can achieve their desired outcomes. These desired outcomes are 

typically expressed in terms of multiple management objectives or criteria which aim to maximise water 

security, minimise energy use, minimise operational cost, or meet environmental flows. Multi-objective 

simulation-optimisation is a useful tool to determine operating rules that are optimal for multiple management 

objectives (Ashbolt et al. 2016a; Ashbolt et al. 2014; Kim 2008; Kumphon 2013). The operating rules found 

using multi-objective simulation-optimisation will be optimal not only for the management objectives, but also 

for the inflow timeseries that are input to the simulation-optimisation model. Therefore, operating rules may 

only remain optimal during the planning period if the inflow assumptions in the simulation-optimisation 

process hold true in reality (Beh et al. 2015; Walker et al. 2013). For this reason, uncertainty in expected 

inflow should be incorporated into simulation-optimisation to identify options that perform optimally over – are 

robust to – a range of expected inflow probabilities (Maier et al. 2014).  

Multiple inflow scenarios, sampled from the historic inflow record, can be used in simulation-optimisation of 

the water supply system to identify operating rules that are robust to various inflow possibilities. However, 

using such historical inflow scenarios assumes no knowledge of the probability of these scenarios in the near 

future; many may be extremely unlikely based on current catchment conditions (Faber and Stedinger 2001). 

Streamflow forecasts that reflect both current catchment conditions and the climate outlook over the planning 

period may suggest different probabilities of inflow. The historic-sampling approach could be updated by 

selecting inflow scenarios that reflect the forecast probability distribution for the planning period. Used with 

optimisation, this forecast-based sampling approach should allow operating rules to be tailored for expected 

conditions over coming months. Although streamflow forecasts are uncertain, they can provide a more 

honest and risk-aware indicator of future conditions than relying on historical averages (Krzysztofowicz 2001; 

Piechota et al. 2001); optimising operating rules to multiple scenarios from across the forecast inflow 

distribution should improve the robustness of operating rules and system performance if observed inflow 

volumes deviate from the forecast median (Georgakakos and Graham 2008).  

Seasonal to annual streamflow forecasts are becoming more widely and publicly available for catchments in 

Australia (e.g. Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology 2017) and the United States (e.g. Harrison and 

Bales 2016; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 2016). Whilst the skill of these forecasts 

varies across catchments and seasons, the use of streamflow forecasts in operational planning of single and 



multiple reservoir systems has been shown to improve objective performance. Alemu (2011) found that 

incorporating streamflow forecasts in multi-objective optimisation improved system performance of 12-month 

operating rules for a two-reservoir hydroelectric project. Gelati et al. (2013) optimised dual-reservoir releases 

using a multi-stage single-objective optimisation process to minimise hydropower deficit and meet target 

storage levels, using a set of 100 stochastic 9 month forecast inflows based on synthetic El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) data. They found that forecast-optimised operation provided improvements over 

historical-optimised operation and over rule-curve based operation. Sankarasubramanian et al. (2009a) 

demonstrated that simulation of water allocation using streamflow forecasts, downscaled from monthly 

precipitation forecasts, helped to reduce reservoir spill, increase hydropower generation and meet end-of-

season target storage when compared to the use of historical values. Gong et al. (2010) demonstrated a 

simple method to update reservoir rule curves for three reservoirs using simulations based on streamflow 

forecast probabilities, resulting in a reduction in drought emergency days. Finally, Li et al. (2014) found that 

using ensemble streamflow forecasts in a stochastic linear programming model helped to reduce deviations 

from end-of-season target storage for a multi-reservoir system with inter-basin transfers. 

These studies have all shown the potential of streamflow forecasts to improve seasonal to annual operating 

rules for systems of one to three reservoirs. A gap exists in demonstrating the use of forecast information to 

improve short-term operating rules for larger, more complex, water supply systems. These studies also 

developed forecast inflows specifically for each case study. An additional opportunity arises to discover 

whether existing publicly available forecasts, such as those provided by the Bureau of Meteorology in 

Australia (Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology 2017), can be used in a forecast-based sampling 

approach to update historically-sampled reservoir inflow data for simulation and optimisation of operating 

rules.  

In Ashbolt et al. (2016a), the authors of this study showed how multi-objective simulation-optimisation can be 

used to identify optimal annual operating rules for a case study based on the water grid in South East 

Queensland, Australia. The study showed that multi-objective simulation-optimisation can improve objective 

performance over the short term compared to a base case of operation using fixed longer-term rules. This 

formed proof-of-concept of the core part of a framework for short-term operational planning for water grids 

presented in Ashbolt et al. (2014). However, the operating rules in that study were optimised for a single 

scenario of historical observed flow, assuming perfect knowledge of inflow volume, which cannot be 

achieved in practice. In Ashbolt et al. (2014), the authors recommend that multiple inflow scenarios based on 

forecast information be used as part of this framework to improve consideration of uncertainty and estimates 



of future conditions, particularly in context of publicly-available data such as that provided by the Bureau of 

Meteorology in Australia. Thus an opportunity exists to demonstrate how this streamflow forecast information 

can be used to improve multi-objective performance of short-term operating rules for this case study.  

Incorporating probabilistic streamflow forecast information into practice remains a key challenge for water 

supply management (Brown et al. 2015; Pagano et al. 2002; Sankarasubramanian et al. 2009b). However, 

translating such forecasts to existing simulation-optimisation models and data can increase the likelihood of 

adoption of forecasts by industry (Gong et al. 2010, Whateley et al. 2015). Therefore this study aims to 

demonstrate how a simple method can leverage publicly-available, probabilistic streamflow forecast 

information to update an existing multi-objective simulation-optimisation model and improve objective 

performance. The number of scenarios is limited to reduce the computational burden and thus run-time. This 

simple method involves sampling the historical inflow data currently available for the simulation-optimisation 

model, based on a distribution of forecast inflow volumes such as those provided by the Australian 

Government Bureau of Meteorology (2017). This method follows two of the three uncertainty modelling 

paradigms outlined by Maier et al. (2016): use of best available knowledge (publicly available streamflow 

forecasts); and quantification of uncertainty (probabilistic distribution of forecasts). It also aligns with the 

future research directions discussed by (Maier et al. 2014), by providing an example of how optimisation with 

uncertainty could be used in real decision-making, within a reasonable timeframe. The method is applied to 

the multi-objective simulation-optimisation model and water grid case study developed in Ashbolt et al. 

(2016a) to optimise operating rules for a short-term seasonal planning timeframe corresponding to the 

forecast data availability. These operating rules are expected to improve objective performance for the 

planning period, compared to operating rules optimised to historical inflow. This improvement is expected 

since operating rules are optimised for forecast inflow volumes that should average closer to the observed 

flow than the average or median historic inflow volume. The use of multiple scenarios from the forecast 

distribution is expected to improve robustness of operating rules if observed inflow deviates significantly from 

the forecast median, compared to the alternative of a single historic or forecast inflow scenario.  

Case study 

The case study was previously defined in Ashbolt et al. (2016a), and involves identifying short-term optimal 

operating rules for a complex water supply system based on the water grid in South East Queensland, 

Australia. This water grid serves 3.6 million people and includes: 28 dams and weirs in 11 catchments, 3 

groundwater borefields, a desalination plant, and a wastewater recycling scheme. The supply sources are 



connected to 48 demands via multiple supply paths along a network of streams and one- and two-way 

pipelines that cross catchment boundaries (inter-basin transfers). Operating rules need to be determined for 

this water grid to guide operation of key supply and transfer systems. These operating rules aim to meet 

three management objectives: maximising water security, minimising total operational cost, and minimising 

total spills from reservoirs. The operational planning period used in Ashbolt et al. (2016a) and in recent 

operational plans for South East Queensland (Seqwater 2014) is one year, with operating rules assessed for 

objective performance over a longer five-year horizon.  

Currently, streamflow forecasts are available for catchments located within the case study area, published 

online on a monthly basis by the Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology (2017). However, these 

streamflow forecasts have a seasonal three-month horizon, shorter than the annual planning period originally 

required for the case study. For the purposes of the current study, a revised three-month seasonal 

operational planning period is examined to enable direct use of the streamflow forecast information. In the 

future, the Bureau of Meteorology plans to extend the seasonal forecasts to a 1 year horizon (Wang et al. 

2014); these updated forecasts can then be used in the case study simulation-optimisation model. 

Regardless of the length of the planning period used, the method presented in this study can be repeated 

every month to reflect updated forecast inflow information.  

Four retrospective (past) seasonal planning periods are examined for the case study: July-September 1989, 

1991, 1997, and 2000. These four seasonal planning periods are chosen to assess the potential 

improvement in operating rule performance due to incorporation of streamflow forecast information, when 

compared to using historical inflow information. They were also chosen based on differences in forecast 

accuracy and volume, to assess the impact of these factors on performance. Here, forecast accuracy is 

measured as the difference between observed flow and the forecast median, as a single-year variant of the 

forecast skill score used by the Bureau of Meteorology, described in the following sub-section (Available 

streamflow forecasts). Two of the planning periods are selected based on their higher forecast accuracy, with 

the forecast median relatively close to observed inflow. The other two planning periods are selected based 

on their lower forecast accuracy, with the forecast median significantly different to observed inflow. All four 

planning periods cover the same July-September season, to avoid any variability in results due to differing 

historic forecast skill or inter-seasonal variability. The four planning periods are examined from the 

perspective of a historical decision-maker at July 1989, 1991, 1997, and 2000 respectively, using available 

hindcast data. The inflow scenarios developed for these planning periods can be used to identify short-term 

(seasonal) operational planning rules using the multi-objective simulation-optimisation model and streamflow 



forecast information described in the following sub-sections. 

Problem formulation and simulation-optimisation model 

In Ashbolt et al. (2016a), a multi-objective optimisation problem was formulated for the case study. Apart from 

the difference in retrospective planning periods and inflow scenarios (described in more detail in the 

Method), the problem formulation and simulation-optimisation model for this study are unchanged from that 

described in Ashbolt et al. (2016a). A brief overview is provided here; the reader is referred to that paper for 

further detail.  

The aim of the case study is to determine operating rules that are optimal in terms of the three management 

objectives of maximising water security, minimising total operational cost, and minimising total spills from 

reservoirs. Objective performance is calculated using the three objective functions shown in Equations 1-3. 

Where multiple inflow scenarios are used, the aim of optimisation is minimise or maximise the sum of the 

objective functions across simulations using the different inflow scenarios. Since there are trade-offs 

between these objectives, e.g. an increase in water security might be obtained at the expense of an increase 

in operational cost and spill volume, the results of multi-objective optimisation will be multiple possible 

operating options that represent trade-offs between the three objectives. 

The water security objective is measured by an objective function determining the minimum system storage 

over the planning period. Minimum System Storage is calculated as:  

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = min (𝑆𝑆𝑡  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑇)  Equation 1 

where t is a time-step of the planning period of length T; and SSt is the sum of storage volumes in the 

surface water storages (in megalitres) for the time-step t. This objective function is to be maximised. 

The total operational cost objective concerns costs occurring due to treatment, pumping, production of 

manufactured water, and switching direction of the two-way pipelines. It is measured by the objective 

function, Total Cost, calculated as: 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 =  ∑ [∑ 𝑈𝐶𝑓,𝑡𝑓∈𝐹 ∗ 𝐹𝑅𝑓,𝑡 +  ∑ ($40,000𝐴𝑈𝐷 ∗ 𝑆𝑝,𝑡)]𝑝∈𝑃
𝑇
𝑡=1             Equation 2 

where t is a time-step of the planning period of length T; f is a node or link in the network (e.g., treatment 

plant, pumping station, or desalination plant) of the entire set F with an associated flow-dependent treatment, 

pumping or production unit cost UCf,t ($AUD/ML) and FRf,t (megalitres/day) on timestep t; and p is a two-way 

pipeline in the entire set P with a nominal cost of $40,000 AUD used to penalise a switch, Sp,t, in direction in 



a pipeline p on timestep t compared to timestep t-1 (0 = no switch or 1 = switch). The total cost is the sum of 

operational costs over all timesteps of the planning period. This objective function is to be minimised. 

The total spill volume objective is measured by an objective function, calculated as: 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =  ∑ [∑ 𝑆𝑉𝑟,𝑡𝑟∈𝑅
𝑇
𝑡=1 ]            Equation 3 

where t is the time-step of the planning period of length T; r is the reservoir of the entire set R; and SVr,t  is 

the spill volume from the reservoir r on timestep t, in ML. The total spill is the sum of spill volumes over all 

reservoirs and timesteps of the planning period. This objective function is to be minimised. 

A daily timestep simulation-optimisation model of the case study was constructed using eWater Source 

(Dutta et al. 2013). This model was chosen based on its ability to simulate and multi-objective optimise 

operating rules for a complex water grid (Ashbolt et al. 2014). The key features of the supply system 

represented in the model are illustrated in Figure 1. This figure shows a schematic representation of the 

major water sources, demand regions, and pipelines; the operating rules to be optimised; and the decision 

variables which constitute the operating rules. Not shown in this figure, but included in the model are 39 

inflows and 48 demand nodes, groundwater supplies, weirs, smaller pipelines and streams, and a number of 

environmental flow requirements. Daily inflow timeseries are available for 39 inflow sites in the model, 

disaggregated from monthly calibrated timeseries covering 117 years from 1890-2007. There are sixteen 

operating rules, outlined in the callout boxes in Figure 1, which govern the direction and flowrate of the seven 

two-way pipelines, production volume of the desalination plant, and whether or not the potable recycled 

water is directed for reuse in the reservoir or to non-potable demands. These operating rules contain sixteen 

decision variables, which form a set [A, B, C, … P] also shown in Figure 1. These decision variables 

represent thresholds of storage fullness in the operating rules that trigger changes in operating mode, 

production volume, or flow rate, and are to be determined by the optimisation algorithm. The optimisation 

component of the model is configured to minimise or maximise the three objective functions in Equations 1-3 

by altering the 16 decision variables, using the NSGA-II genetic algorithm (Deb et al. 2002).  



 

Figure 1: Schematic of the case study network, showing operating rules (call out boxes) for major 

infrastructure connecting supply-demand regions. The decision variables pertaining to these operating rules 

are highlighted in bold [A, B, …, P]. A more detailed version of this schematic is provided in Figure S1.  



Available streamflow forecasts 

The Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) is the Australian national weather, climate and water agency. Each month, 

it provides three-month-ahead seasonal streamflow forecasts for a number of catchments across the country, 

including within the case study area (Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology 2017). These forecasts 

provide a probability distribution of three-month seasonal total predicted inflow volumes, and use a Box-Cox 

transformed multivariate normal distribution to model intersite correlations (Wang et al. 2009). The 

probabilistic forecasts are composed of an ensemble of 5000 equally probable forecast volumes, produced 

from simulations using a Bayesian Joint Probability (BJP) model (Wang et al. 2009). The BJP model is a 

probabilistic statistical forecast method that predicts streamflows at multiple sites based on multiple and 

uncertain predictors such as climate outlook and initial catchment conditions (Robertson and Wang 2009). In 

addition to the probabilistic forecast distribution, an indication is given of the skill score, i.e. the historical 

accuracy of the model for that season. The Root Mean Square Error in Probability (RMSEP) indicates the 

level of skill for each of the forecast sites and catchments, as the square root of the average difference 

between the historical probabilities of the observed value and forecast median (Wang and Robertson 2011). 

A RMSEP of <10 is deemed very low skill, 10-20 low skill, 20-40 moderate skill, and >40 high skill. Forecast 

skill depends on the initial catchment conditions, and the time of year (Wang et al. 2011); where the skill 

score is very low, the historical probability distribution is used for the forecast. 

An example of a forecast for one of the sites in the case study area is shown in Figure 2, for the July-

September 2015 season at the confluence of Brisbane River and Gregors Creek, upstream from Wivenhoe 

Dam. This season and site has a high skill, with a RMSEP of 44. Figure 2 shows the probability of 

exceedance of a given three-month flow (flow duration curve), based on both the forecast and historical July-

September reference (1970-2015) streamflow distributions. This shows that for July-September 2015, the 

forecast distribution indicated lower than usual streamflow volumes, indicated as a shift in the flow duration 

curve compared to the historic flow duration curve. It also shows that, for this particular year, the forecast 

median (50% exceedance probability) was relatively accurate, i.e. the observed streamflow was closer in 

volume to the forecast median than the historical median, as indicated by the dashed line. It is this type of 

flow duration curve information that is used in developing forecast inflow scenarios for this study.  



 

Figure 2: Example forecast and historic flow duration curves for Brisbane River at Gregors Creek, a forecast 

site within the case study area. Observed flow is indicated by the dashed line. (Reprinted from Australian 

Government Bureau of Meteorology 2017).  

Forecast sites and spatial grouping of inflows 

Seasonal three-month streamflow forecasts are available from the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) within four 

of the eleven case study catchments. These BoM forecast sites can be used to provide information about the 

forecast inflow distribution, to sample historical inflow at nearby inflow sites represented in the simulation-

optimisation model. Four forecast sites are listed in Table 1, Column 2. To identify which forecasts should be 

linked to which model inflow sites, the 39 model inflow sites are grouped to the four forecast sites, on a per-

catchment basis. The first step in this spatial grouping is to pair the four forecast sites with four model 

catchment group representatives (Table 1, Column 3), which are the most highly correlated inflow sites in the 

simulation-optimisation model. Correlation for these sites is measured based on the available flow-duration 

curve, as it will be used to translate streamflow forecast information for the forecast inflow scenarios. The 

eleven model catchments are then clustered in four model catchment groups, based on the correlation of 



July-September inflow with the four model catchment group representatives, as shown in Table 1, Column 4. 

Correlation was used rather than physical distance as it is a more reliable measure of similarity in streamflow 

(Archfield and Vogel 2010). Kendall's tau-b rank correlation coefficient was used to measure this correlation; 

this measure is non-parametric and can be used for time-series with zero-flow values (Wang and Robertson 

2011). The four catchment groups in Table 1 are used to connect forecast and historic inflow distributions to 

model inflow scenarios as described in the Method.  

For the July-September forecast season of the four case study retrospective seasonal planning periods, the 

historical forecast skill score of the four BoM forecast sites is moderate to high (Table 2, Column 2). Three of 

the four forecast sites have Root Mean Square Error in Probability (RMSEP) indicating high skill (>40), with 

the Tinana Creek forecast site having moderate skill (20-40). Due to these relatively high skill scores, the 

forecasts for these sites would typically be expected to be fairly reliable. The forecast volumes and observed 

flows for the two retrospective planning periods at the BoM forecast sites are shown in Table 2. Each of the 

planning seasons and sites has different forecast inflow and accuracy relative to the historic median. Both 

the July-September 1989 and 2000 planning periods have average forecast median flows significantly above 

the average historic median (85th and 69th percentile). However the July-September 1989 had higher 

accuracy, with an average difference of 14% between the observed inflow and forecast median for the four 

case study forecast sites. On the other hand, the July-September 2000 observed flow had lower accuracy, 

with the observed inflow 67% lower on average than the forecast median, closer to or below the historic 

median. Both the July-September 1991 and 1997 periods had forecast median flows below the historic 

medians. However, the 1997 planning period had higher accuracy in the forecast, with an average difference 

of -4%. The observed flows for July-September 1991 were even lower than the forecast medians, with an 

average difference of -81%. In summary, a decision-maker planning for the July-September season would 

expect reasonably high skill in the forecast on average. However, the forecasts for the case study planning 

periods had varying levels of accuracy, with both under- and over-prediction of inflows and observed flows 

both lower and higher than the historic median.  

Method 

Aim and overview 

The aim of the method is to compare the objective performance of operating rules optimised using inflows 

based on the forecast inflow probability distribution, to the objective performance of operating rules optimised 

using inflows based on the historical probability distribution. Since any of the inflows from the forecast or 



historic probability distributions may be 'correct', objective performance is optimised over multiple inflow 

scenarios to explicitly address this uncertainty (Krzysztofowicz 2001). Comparing forecast- and historic-

optimised operating rules should show whether or not integrating streamflow forecast information into 

simulation-optimisation can improve objective performance. These forecast- and historical-optimised 

operating rules are also compared to operating rules optimised using a single scenario of observed inflow 

over the planning period. This allows the improvement of forecast-optimised operating rules over historic-

optimised to be assessed relative to theoretical maximum performance that could be obtained using a 

perfect forecast of observed flow. These comparisons are done separately for the four retrospective planning 

periods described in the previous section. Comparing the relative improvement obtained from forecasts for 

the four planning periods should show the impact of forecast accuracy on objective performance, and the 

ability of optimisation using probabilistic inflow scenarios to ameliorate this impact by improving the 

robustness of operating rules.  

The method used in this study contains four steps:  

1. Developing forecast, historical and observed inflow timeseries scenarios for input to the simulation-

optimisation model, by sampling from historical inflow data. 

2. Developing forecast, historical and observed optimisation problem formulations using the respective 

inflow scenarios from Step 1 and the problem formulation and simulation-optimisation model. 

3. Multi-objective optimisation to obtain forecast-, historical- and observed-optimised Pareto sets of 

operating rules, one set for each of the optimisation formulations from Step 2.  

4. Using compromise programming, a multi-criteria analysis technique (Zeleny 1973), to select and 

compare one operating option each from the three Pareto sets from Step 3, using preferences on the 

objectives. 

More detail on each of the steps are provided in the following subsections. 

Developing inflow scenarios (Step 1) 

Step 1 of the method involves developing inflow scenarios for three optimisation formulations: forecast, 

historical and observed. Each of these problem formulations requires daily inflow timeseries at each of the 

39 inflow nodes in the simulation-optimisation model. The forecast and historical optimisation formulations 

require multiple scenarios of inflow timeseries, generated from the forecast and historical distributions for the 

relevant planning periods, to capture the uncertainty in expected inflows. Optimising to these inflow 

scenarios should increase the robustness of operating rules to a range of inflow possibilities and incorporate 

some of the risk in solution performance due to inflow uncertainty (Higgins et al. 2008). The 10th, 25th, 50th, 

75th, and 90th percentile flows are selected based on the forecast and historical distribution of inflows. 



These are the inflows that have 90%, 75%, 50%, 25% and 10% probability of exceedance respectively. 

Whilst a greater number of inflow scenarios is desirable, this limited number of scenarios restricts the run-

time of the multi-objective optimisation model to a manageable timeframe. Unlike the forecast and historical 

optimisation formulations, the observed optimisation formulation requires just a single timeseries of observed 

data for the four planning periods. The following sections describe the method for developing forecast, 

historic and observed inflow scenarios. This method is repeated for each of the planning periods.  

Forecast inflow scenarios 

A simple method is used here to develop inflow scenarios for the forecast optimisation formulation, based on 

the available data. This available data includes: forecast and historic flow duration curves of three-month 

total inflows at the four BoM forecast sites; and daily 117-year (1890-2007) modelled historical inflow 

timeseries at the 39 simulation-optimisation model inflow sites described in the Case study section. The 39 

model inflow sites do not correspond directly to the forecast sites, both in their location and timestep. 

Therefore, the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile forecast streamflow volumes cannot be used 

directly as model inputs. Instead, the forecast flow volumes at the forecast sites are spatially mapped to daily 

forecast timeseries for each of the model inflow nodes using the flow duration curves at the forecast and 

model catchment group representative sites listed in Table 1.  

The first stage of developing the forecast inflow scenarios involves identifying the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 

90th percentile forecast inflow volumes from the forecast distributions at each of the four forecast sites in 

Table 1. Figure 3 and Table 3 (Column 2) show an example of the forecast inflow scenario volumes for the 

Brisbane River at Gregors Creek forecast site (Catchment Group 4 in Table 1) for the July-September 1989 

retrospective planning period.  



 

Figure 3: Flow-duration curve representing the historic distribution of total July-September inflow at Brisbane 

River at Gregors Creek), forecast site for Catchment Group 4 (dashed line). The five stars on this line 

indicate the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile forecast inflow volumes for the July-September 1989 

planning period (y-axis) and their corresponding percentiles within the historic July-September distribution (x-

axis). The solid line indicates the flow-duration curve for the same period at Wivenhoe Dam, the model 

catchment group representative for Model Catchment Group 4. The stars on this line indicate forecast inflow 

volumes (y-axis) corresponding to the forecast percentiles for Gregors Creek (x-axis).  

The second stage of developing the forecast inflow scenarios involves determining where the forecast inflow 

scenario volumes for the forecast sites fit within their historic distribution for that season. An example of the 

July-September flow duration curve (historic distribution) for the Brisbane River at Gregors Creek forecast 

site is shown in Figure 3 (dashed line). The stars on the dashed line in Figure 3 and the values in Table 3 

(Column 3) identify where the forecast inflow volumes of Table 3 (Column 2) lie within the historic distribution. 

This indicates that for this planning period and catchment group, the forecast predicts a high probability of 

above-median inflows, with the 10th-90th percentiles of the forecast distribution corresponding to the 61st-

95th percentiles of the historic distribution for the forecast site. This stage creates a set of historic-adjusted 

forecast percentiles that can be used to translate streamflow forecasts at the BoM forecast sites to the 

simulation-optimisation model sites. 



Stage three of developing forecast inflow scenarios involves translating the forecasts for each of the BoM 

forecast sites to inflow volumes for each of the model catchment group representatives, as per the 

catchment group pairings in Table 1. This translation is achieved by determining the inflow volumes from the 

historic distribution of the model catchment group representatives that correspond to the historic-adjusted 

forecast percentiles from the second stage (e.g. the stars on Wivenhoe Dam flow-duration curve in Figure 3). 

Essentially, for a given forecast inflow scenario, the same (historic-adjusted) percentile flow at the forecast 

site is used as for the model catchment group representative site. This means that although the magnitude of 

inflows at the model sites may be different to those at the forecast sites, the percentile or quantile of that flow 

is the same. This approach is used because the two sites are spatially close and highly correlated, and thus 

would be expected to have similar relative flow. Thus a 10th percentile forecast volume of 11.8 GL for 

Brisbane River at Gregors Creek forecast site (Table 3 Columns 1 & 2) is translated to a Wivenhoe Dam 

Inflow 10th percentile forecast volume of 22.5 GL (Table 3 Column 4): both volumes sit at the same relative 

point in the historic distribution, ie. the 61st percentile. 

Finally, stage four of the method involves translating the three-month forecast scenario volumes for the four 

model catchment group representatives to daily inflow timeseries at each of the 39 model inflow nodes. This 

is achieved by determining the periods of the historic 117 year daily inflow timeseries for the four model 

catchment group representatives that most closely match each of the forecast inflow volumes, on a monthly 

timescale. These time periods are then used to sample the modelled historic inflow timeseries for all sites 

within the catchment group. For example, the three-month time period within the historic daily inflow 

timeseries for Wivenhoe Dam with total volume most closely matching the 10th percentile forecast inflow of 

22.5 GL is December 1992 – February 1993, as shown in Table 3, Column 5. This time period is then used to 

sample timeseries for all model inflow sites in Model Catchment Group 4, i.e. within the Brisbane, Pine and 

Toowoomba catchments Table 1. The sampled inflow timeseries for all of the catchment groups can then be 

input to the simulation-optimisation model as the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th percentile forecast inflow 

scenarios. 

Since the forecast volumes at the four BoM forecast sites are spatially correlated, total seasonal inflow 

volume is correlated across all catchment group representatives. However, in developing the forecast inflow 

scenarios from historic model flows, different time periods are sampled for each of the four catchment 

groups. This means that whilst sub-seasonal spatial correlation is preserved within catchments and 

catchment groups, it is not preserved between catchment groups. For this case study, it was considered 

more important to achieve higher accuracy and coherence in total inflow volume (seasonal correlation) than 



flow pattern (sub-seasonal correlation), since operating rules are used to drive transfers across basin 

boundaries based on total storage volume. Sub-seasonal correlation was considered less critical between 

catchment groups, since inflows are less correlated between catchment groups (e.g. Table 2) and because 

catchment groups are connected only via two-way pipelines which convey controlled releases from multi-

year storages. Seasonal serial correlation between timesteps is preserved for all sites, since a continuous 

time period is sampled. In future, a more sophisticated method for disaggregating seasonal flow volumes to 

daily timesteps that preserves spatial and temporal correlation in flow patterns across basin groups should 

be implemented using disaggregation techniques such as k-nearest neighbours (e.g. Kumar et al. 2000; Lee 

et al. 2010) or the Schaake Shuffle (Clark et al. 2004). 

Historical inflow scenarios 

The historical inflow scenarios are determined in a similar manner to the forecast inflow scenarios. The key 

difference is that forecast sites and historic-adjusted forecast percentiles (e.g. Table 3 Columns 2 and 3) are 

not used to determine inflow volumes for the four catchment group representatives. Instead, the 10th, 25th, 

50th, 75th, and 90th percentile volumes from the historic distribution for each of the model catchment group 

representatives in Table 1 are determined. Next, the periods of the historic 117 year daily inflow timeseries 

for the four model catchment group representatives that most closely match each percentile historic inflow 

volume are identified. These time periods are then used to sample all inflow timeseries within the catchment 

group. An example of historic inflow scenarios for Model Catchment Group 4 for the July-September 1989 

planning period is shown in Table 4. The 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile inflow timeseries 

scenarios for all of the catchment groups provide the historical inflow scenarios for the historical optimisation 

formulation.  

Observed inflow scenario 

The observed inflow scenario involves sampling the historic 117 year daily inflow recorded for each of the 

model inflow nodes for the four retrospective planning periods. 

Comparison of inflow scenarios 

Table 5 shows how the total forecast and historic inflow volumes, averaged across the five scenarios, 

compare to the observed inflow for each planning period. The historic volumes are different for each year, as 

the planning year is omitted when calculating the historic distribution. This table shows that, following 

translation to model inflows, the prior description of the relative accuracy of forecasts for the four planning 

periods for the forecast sites (Table 2), holds true. Both July-September 1989 and 2000 planning periods 



have forecasts higher than average flows. July-September 1989, however, has forecast average closer to 

the observed total inflow, whereas July-September 2000 has observed inflow significantly lower than both 

the forecast and historic average. Both July-September 1991 and 1997 have forecast average volumes 

significantly lower than historic averages. For both periods, the observed inflow is lower than average, 

however the July-September 1997 forecast volume is closer to the observed volume than for July-September 

1991. However, it should be noted that even when the forecast is relatively close to observed volumes, the 

volumetric difference is still significant. This highlights the role of the multiple percentile inflow scenarios in 

mitigating the impact of forecast inaccuracy. 

Optimisation formulations (Step 2) 

The inflow scenarios described in the previous section, together with the problem formulation, are used to 

develop forecast, historical and observed optimisation formulations for the four retrospective planning 

periods. These optimisation formulations are used to configure the multi-objective simulation-optimisation 

model. For the forecast and historical optimisation formulations, operating rules are to be optimised to be 

robust over the five inflow scenarios (10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles) representing uncertainty in 

the forecast and historical distributions. Robustness can be measured in a number of ways; the choice of 

measure depends on the decision-maker's preferences or biases and will affect the performance of a given 

option (Giuliani and Castelletti 2016). For this case study, robustness is measured by maximising minimum 

system storage, minimising total operational cost, and minimising total spill volumes from reservoirs, 

averaged across the five scenarios of inflow.  This is a relatively risk-tolerant approach (Mortazavi-Naeini et 

al. 2015; Ray et al. 2014), which assumes equal probability of each inflow scenario occurring and equal 

weight on under- or over-performance due to higher or lower inflows.  

Multi-objective optimisation (Step 3) 

The multi-objective simulation-optimisation model described in the Case study section is used to optimise the 

16 operating rules according to the optimisation formulations described in Step 2. For the forecast and 

historical optimisation formulations, the model is configured to optimise the operating rule decision variables 

to maximise or minimise objective performance over five simulation scenarios that simulate the five 

percentile inflow scenarios. For the observed optimisation formulation, a single simulation scenario is used. 

A population of 200 and 150 generations are used for optimisation, as well as the default settings for the 

NSGA-II implementation in Source. These default settings are a crossover probability of 0.9, mutation 

probability of 0.5, crossover distribution index of 5, mutation distribution index of 10, and a random seed for 



the first generation. This configuration appears to be sufficient to converge to a diverse Pareto set before 150 

generations, indicated by a plateau in the hypervolumes of each run (Zitzler and Thiele 1998). Two Pareto 

sets, based on two random seeds, are generated for each optimisation formulation; these provide 400 

operating options. When combining the two seeds, some of the options will be dominated by others, i.e. they 

are outperformed by another option in terms of all three objectives. These dominated options can be 

discarded, resulting in a combined Pareto set of less than 400 non-dominated operating options. The 

simulation-optimisation process is run for each of the three optimisation formulations, and for each planning 

period, resulting in three Pareto-optimal sets of operating options for each planning period. The simulation 

model is also used to determine the performance of the Pareto-optimal operating options when implemented 

under observed conditions for the relevant planning period, as represented by the observed inflow scenarios.  

Compromise programming (Step 4) 

In evaluating the impact of inflow scenarios on the objective performance, it is useful to assess how a single 

operating option, selected by a decision-maker for implementation, might change based on each of the 

optimisation formulations. Selecting and comparing a single option from each of the forecast-, historical- and 

observed-optimised Pareto sets will allow a more concrete comparison of the quantitative difference in 

performance between operating options due to the differences between inflow scenarios.  

Compromise programming (Zeleny 1973) is an optimisation technique, widely used in multi-criteria analysis, 

which can be used to select an efficient option from a Pareto set by placing weights on objectives or criteria. 

It involves finding the option of minimum distance to an ideal point represented by a hypothetical objective 

function vector comprising the best performance of each objective in the entire Pareto set. For this case 

study, the ideal point would be a vector of the maximum minimum system storage, minimum total cost, and 

minimum total spill, found within the Pareto set. The distance of each option to the ideal point can be 

measured by one of a number of distance metrics; here, the distance metric presented by Ballestero (2007) 

is used. The distance is a combination of individual objective distances combined using the preference 

weights. The function to find the distance from the ideal point as per Ballestero (2007) is shown in Equation 

4, and explained further in that paper.     
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Where ∆ is the distance (to be minimised), j is an objective function, n is the number of objective functions, yj 

is the 1-normalised value (ideal value yj = 1, non-ideal yj = 0, drawn from feasible values) for objective 

function j, and Yj is the preference weight in % for objective function j. Finding the member of the Pareto set 



with minimum distance from Equation 4 will identify the most efficient operating option, for the chosen 

preference weights on the objective functions.  

Equation 4 will be applied to identify a single operating option for each of the forecast-, historical- and 

observed optimised Pareto sets, for both planning periods, using a preference weights of 30% on minimum 

system storage, 40% on total cost, and 30% on total spill. This preference scenario reflects a desire for 

balanced performance across all three objectives, with a slight emphasis on minimising cost (Ashbolt et al. 

2016b). 

Results and discussion 

For each of the four retrospective planning periods, three optimisation formulations – forecast, historical and 

observed – were developed. These three optimisation formulation were used to obtain three corresponding 

Pareto sets of non-dominated operating options. These Pareto sets are referred to as the forecast-, 

historical-, and observed-optimised Pareto sets. Each Pareto set contains multiple options, none of which 

can be said to outperform another (are non-dominated) due to the trade-offs between the three objectives. 

The forecast- and historical-optimised Pareto sets indicate operating options that optimise objective trade-

offs across the five percentile forecast and historical inflow scenarios, whilst the observed-optimised set 

optimises objective trade-offs for a single scenario of observed inflow. Each of the operating options 

comprises 16 decision variables, which can be used to formulate the operating rules in Figure 1.  

Objective performance and trade-offs 

Figure 4 shows an example of the objective performance of forecast-, historical-, and observed-optimised 

Pareto sets for the July-September 1989 planning period. This figure shows the trade-offs between the three 

objectives, and the difference in predicted objective performance under each optimisation formulation 

(forecast, historical and observed). Each sub-plot shows two of the objectives on the x- and y-axes, with 

arrows on the axes indicating the direction of preferred performance. The relative value of the third objective 

is indicated by shading of the points, with darker shading indicating better performance (higher minimum 

storage, lower cost and spill). Figure 4 also provides a 3D plot to indicate the shape of the entire Pareto 

curve. 



 

Figure 4: Average objective performance of Pareto sets from the forecast (stars), historical (circles), and 

observed (triangles) optimisation formulations for the July-September (JAS) 1989 historical planning period. 

The performance shown is that for that averaged over the forecast, historical, and observed inflow scenarios 

respectively. 

Figure 4 illustrates that for the July-September 1989 period, all three Pareto sets show a trade-off between 

an increase in minimum storage for an increase in cost (Figure 4a), and a moderate increase in spill (Figure 

4b). There is an increase in total spill with cost (Figure 4c) for the forecast- and historical-optimised Pareto 

sets, but there is some scatter in this relationship. There appears to be relatively little or no increase in spill 

with cost for the observed-optimised Pareto set. An increase in cost is likely associated with increased use of 

desalination in particular, leaving more water in the storages (increasing minimum storage). Whilst it is 



difficult to determine the exact cause from this plot, the inflection point in the relationship between cost and 

minimum storage likely indicates options that result in the trigger of desalinated water production. The 

relationships between the three objectives for the case study and the decision variables have been 

elaborated further (for a 5-year assessment period) in Ashbolt et al. (2016b). 

Figure 4 also illustrates the difference in objective performance when operating rules are optimised 

according to the three different optimisation formulations, for the July-September 1989 planning period. The 

range in cost of the three Pareto sets are fairly similar, with slightly higher cost for the observed optimisation 

formulation. The historical optimisation formulation has lowest minimum system storage and spill (Figure 4 

b). This is expected as it has the lowest total inflow (Table 5). Performance of the forecast-optimised Pareto 

set is most similar to the observed-optimised set for the objective trade-off curve of minimum storage and 

total cost (Figure 4 a). This is to be expected, as the average inflow of the forecast optimisation formulation is 

closest to the observed inflow (Table 5). However, the historical-optimised set is closer to the observed-

optimised set in terms of spill (Figure 4 c). The reason for relatively low spill in the observed optimisation 

formulation, despite having higher total inflow volume (Table 5) than the forecast-optimised Pareto set, is 

less clear. A possible reason is a greater use of two-way pipelines, which can keep minimum storage higher 

but reduce spill by balancing water storages Ashbolt et al. (2016b). Another key difference between the 

observed optimisation formulation and the other two formulation is that operating rules are optimised to 

maximise performance for a single inflow condition, rather than average performance across five inflow 

scenarios. This may allow the operating rules to be 'more optimal' for the narrower range of inflow conditions. 

Similar behaviour was seen for the three other planning periods, with differences in relative performance due 

to the differences in forecast, historic, and observed inflows. 

Operating rules 

Comparing the decision variables of the forecast-, historical- and observed-optimised Pareto sets can show 

how the operating rules vary between the optimisation formulations and provides possible reasons for the 

differences in objective performance seen in Figure 4. Distributions of the decision variables for the forecast-, 

can be illustrated as kernel-density estimation (KDE) plots. KDE plots are a variation on the histogram, 

where lines show a smoothed distribution of a variable, allowing for the distributions of multiple datasets to 

be overlaid on the one plot (Ashbolt et al. 2016b). Examples of KDE plots for July-September 1989 are 

shown in Figure 5 for decision variables C and I, and in Figure S2 for all decision variables. These plots 

suggest that for many of the decision variables, the distributions of the three Pareto sets are fairly similar: for 



example, decision variable I, which governs the operation of the EPI two-way pipeline. However, the 

historical-optimised Pareto set shows significant difference to the other two sets in the distribution of decision 

variable C, which governs the direction of the NPI two-way pipeline. These figures suggest, for example, that 

the direction of the NPI two-way pipeline is switched more frequently (at lower thresholds) for the historic 

optimisation formulation than for the forecast and observed optimisation formulations, to avoid spills from 

storages or direct water to relatively water-scarce catchments. Overall, the distributions of the forecast-

optimised set are similar to the observed set.  

Figure 5: Distributions of decision variables C (NPI direction) and I (EPI direction) for July-September 1989 

forecast, historical, and observed optimised scenarios, as kernel density estimation plots. Plots for all the 

decision variables A-P are shown in Figure S2. 

Objective performance under observed conditions 

Figure 4 showed the objective performance of three Pareto sets for July-September 1989, each of which 

were optimised and assessed to different average inflow conditions as outlined in Table 5. Based on such a 

figure, one Pareto set cannot be said to outperform another, since performance is dependent on different 

inflow volumes. Instead, simulating the performance of the forecast- and historical-optimised Pareto sets 

using the observed inflow for each planning period will allow a direct comparison of the Pareto sets and an 

idea of their performance as implemented over the planning period.  

Figure S3 shows boxplots of the distribution of performance for each objective when simulated using 



observed flow, for each of the four retrospective planning periods. These plots indicate the differences in 

distribution of objective performance between the three Pareto sets, indicated by the median (bar), box (25th 

– 75th percentile) and whiskers (minimum to maximum). Whilst there is significant overlap in the objective 

performance range, the differences between distributions of the optimisation formulations vary between 

planning periods. An example of the boxplot distributions of the minimum system storage objective for the 

July-September 1989 and 2000 planning periods is shown in Figure 6. For the July-September 1989 

planning period, the median and range of minimum storage is most similar between the forecast- and 

observed-optimised Pareto sets. This is expected, since median forecast inflow was closer to observed flow 

than the historic median. For the July-September 2000 planning period, the historical-optimised Pareto set 

has more similar minimum system storage to the observed. This period had lower accuracy in the forecast, 

with observed inflow lower than but closest to the historic median.  

Figure 6: Boxplots of minimum storage objective performance of the forecast-, historical- and observed-

optimised Pareto sets for the July-September 1989 and 2000 planning periods, simulated using the observed 

inflow data for each period. Each box and whisker plot indicates the distribution and range of the 200+ 

operating options within each Pareto set, with the boxes indicating 25th-75th percentiles, bars indicating 50th 

percentiles, and whiskers indicating minimum and maximum values. 

Optimality under observed conditions 

The boxplots in Figure 6 and Figure S3 indicate the relative similarity of the forecast-, historical- and 

observed-optimised Pareto sets based on performance of individual objectives. However, they do not 



compare performance of operating options across all three objectives simultaneously. This comparison is 

important, as multi-objective optimisation is characterised by trade-offs between objectives and aims to find 

operating options that outperform others on all three objectives, i.e. are non-dominated. Whilst the three 

Pareto sets were non-dominated in terms of all three objectives for the optimised inflow, the objective 

performance of the forecast- and historical-optimised Pareto sets changed when simulated for observed 

inflow conditions. This means that the operating options may no longer be non-dominated under observed 

inflow conditions. The observed-optimised set, on the other hand, will remain non-dominated as it was 

optimised to observed inflow. 

The proportion of non-dominated operating options within the forecast- and historical-optimised Pareto sets 

were reassessed using the observed inflow. This can be used as a measure of the relative optimality of the 

operating options resulting from the two optimisation formulations for the four different planning periods. The 

percentage of non-dominated operating options in each optimisation is shown in Table 6. This table indicates 

that for three of the four planning periods, there are a greater percentage of non-dominated operating 

options in the forecast-optimised Pareto sets. The difference is greatest for the July-September 1989 

planning period, which had relatively high accuracy and was the only planning period with observed flow 

higher than forecast inflow. The July-September 2000 planning period had a higher number of non-

dominated forecast-optimised operating options, despite the historical median being closer to the observed 

flow. The July-September 1991 planning period, which had lowest accuracy in the forecast, had a slightly 

higher percentage of non-dominated operating options for the historical-optimised Pareto set. These results 

indicate that the forecast optimisation formulation provided benefits over the use of the historical optimisation 

formulation for most of the planning periods. Despite this, the differences between the historical optimisation 

formulation were relatively small for 3 of the 4 planning periods. This suggests that the benefits of using 

multiple inflow scenarios have mitigated some of the risk in observed inflow deviating from both the forecast- 

or historical-median. 

Comparison of options selected using compromise programming 

Compromise programming was used to identify the most efficient operating option from each of the Pareto 

sets, measured as the closest to the theoretical ideal option of maximum minimum storage, minimum total 

cost and minimum total spill. Comparing the most efficient options from the forecast-, historical- and 

observed-optimised Pareto sets gives an idea of how, for a given set of decision-maker preferences, the 

performance might vary based on the different inflow assumptions used in the optimisation formulations. 



Table 7 shows the objective performance of the most efficient operating options from each of the three 

Pareto sets for each of the four planning periods, simulated for observed inflow conditions and using a 

preference of 30% weighting on minimum system storage, 40% on total cost, and 30% on total spill. This 

table shows that whilst some options have equal performance, none of the operating options outperforms all 

the others. Generally, the observed optimisation formulation has the best performance, which is equalled by 

the forecast-optimised option for the July-September 2000 period. The forecast-optimised option outperforms 

the historical-optimised option for the July-September 1997 and 2000 planning periods. However, the 

historical-optimised option equals or improves on the forecast-optimised option for the July-September 1991 

period. There is most similarity in cost between the options, perhaps due to the higher weighting on this 

objective. Overall, the forecast-optimised options perform better than the historical-optimised options, and 

similarly to the observed-optimised options. However the historical-optimised options also perform 

reasonably well, and there is often a relatively small difference between options. 

Sensitivity analysis 

Comparing the objective performance of operating options using the optimised inflow and observed inflow 

(e.g. Figures 4 and 6) suggested that the objective performance is significantly influenced by the total inflow 

volume. To understand how changes in the inflow volume affect the objective performance, the forecast-

optimised Pareto set for July-September 1989 was also simulated using the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th 

percentile historical inflow scenarios. Figure 7 shows boxplots of the sensitivity of objective performance of 

the forecast-optimised Pareto set for July-September 1989 to different inflow possibilities, including the 

observed inflow. These figures indicate that the both the minimum storage and total spill increase 

significantly with total inflow volume, to a degree much larger than the differences between optimisation 

formulations seen in Figure 6. The total cost on the other hand, is fairly similar across the different percentile 

flow scenarios, with lower cost incurred for 50th and 75th percentile flows. Overall, the minimum storage and 

spill objectives are highly sensitive to the inflow volume, but total cost is relatively insensitive to inflow 

volume. This type of sensitivity analysis may be particularly useful for the decision-maker to consider if there 

are constraints on the values of the objectives. 



Figure 7: Performance of forecast-optimised Pareto set for July-September 1989, simulated using observed 

(obs) flow, and different percentile scenarios of inflow from the historical distribution of the July-September 

season. 

The results also indicate that objective performance under observed inflow is sensitive to the inflow volume 

used in optimisation. Figure 8 compares the performance of the observed (obs.) and forecast-optimised 

(multi-forecast) Pareto sets July-September 1989, shown previously in Figure 6 and Figure S3, to Pareto 

sets optimised using single forecast 10th, 50th and 90th percentile inflow scenarios for the period. The 

performance shown is that under observed inflow conditions, which for this planning period, was between the 

50th and 75th percentile forecast inflows. These plots indicate that the observed and multi-scenario forecast-

optimised Pareto sets provide better results in terms of minimum storage and spill. Whilst the forecast 10 th 

and 90th percentile optimised Pareto sets have lower median cost, this comes at a trade-off for lower 

minimum storage or higher spill. The 10th percentile scenario experiences significantly higher spill as it was 

optimised to a much lower inflow volume than observed. The 90th percentile scenario experiences 

significantly lower spill as it was optimised for higher flow conditions than observed, but the minimum storage 

is significantly lower. These plots indicate the importance of considering multiple inflow scenarios in 

optimisation, particularly for the minimum system storage objective. 



Figure 8: Objective performance of Pareto sets for July-September 1989, optimised to different scenarios of 

inflow: observed (Obs), averaged across multiple inflows (10, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th) (Multiforecast), 10th 

percentile forecast inflow (Forecast 10th), 50th percentile forecast inflow (Forecast 50th), and 90th percentile 

forecast inflow (Forecast 90th). For this time period, total observed inflow was between the volumes of the 

50th and 75th inflow scenarios. 

Summary and conclusions 

In summary, this study has shown how including streamflow forecast information in short-term operational 

planning for water grids has the potential to improve multi-objective performance of operating rules. This 

improvement was measured as a positive change in objective performance compared to operating rules 

optimised to inflows from the historical distribution. This was demonstrated for a case study water grid, for 

four retrospective (past) three-month planning periods, by optimising operating rules to meet multiple 

management objectives – maximising water security, minimising operational cost, and minimising spill 

volumes – averaged across multiple scenarios of historically-sampled inflow. Forecast-optimised Pareto sets 

of operating options were identified by optimising operating rules for inflow scenarios sampled from historical 

inflow based on publicly-available forecast probabilities.  

On average, the forecast-optimised operating options presented in this study improved objective 

performance compared to options optimised based on the historic distribution. The performance of forecast-

optimised options approached close to the performance of options optimised using a scenario of observed 

inflow for the planning period. The results also indicate that even for a planning period when the median of 

the forecast distribution is significantly different to the observed median, operating rules optimised using 

streamflow forecast information can still provide improvements over historical-optimised options. This 

included seasons where forecast and/or observed flow conditions were significantly lower and higher than 

historical median. This suggests that impacts on objective performance due to inaccuracy in the forecast 

may be ameliorated by optimising options to be robust across multiple scenarios from the forecast probability 

distribution. However, in some cases, the historical-optimised options performed similarly or outperformed 

the forecast-optimised options, particularly when the forecast was less accurate. Therefore, the analysis of 

more planning periods, including periods of low skill, is required before making a definitive conclusion 

regarding the benefits of such forecasts. Further analysis of the relationships between objective performance 

and optimised or observed inflow might provide some insights into the conditions under which forecast inflow 

scenarios may provide the greatest benefit or risk, or when they might provide no benefit over historical 



climatology. This would be aided by additional measures of forecast skill that could provide a more robust 

assessment of forecast value for decisionmakers (see Anghileri et al. 2006, Watkins & Wei 2008). 

Despite the simplicity of the method used in this study for translating streamflow forecast information, the 

results indicated potential improvements in objective performance. The relatively good performance of the 

forecast-optimised set across all planning periods suggests that using forecast information, with multiple 

scenarios of inflow, may provide an acceptable trade-off between the benefits and risks of forecast accuracy. 

The use of multiple inflow scenarios in particular appears to provide benefits in managing inflow risk 

compared to a single scenario of inflow, even when the forecast is relatively accurate. This suggests that 

available forecast information (such as that provided by the Bureau of Meteorology in Australia) can be used 

to improve existing model inputs with relatively little investment, by simply updating the distribution of 

sampled inflow to reflect current and expected conditions. Nevertheless, further assessment by 

decisionmakers is recommended when applying this method to additional case studies and planning 

seasons, to verify these benefits and the acceptable risk vs reward ratio.  

This paper has used a relatively simple method to translate publicly-available streamflow forecast information 

to inflow timeseries at 39 inflow nodes in the case study simulation-optimisation model, using currently 

available data. This simplification was required since forecast inflow timeseries were unavailable at locations 

corresponding to the model inflow sites. Instead, the flow duration curves, representing the inflow 

distributions, were used to translate available streamflow forecast volumes at forecast sites to inflow volumes 

at nearby (highly correlated) case study model inflow sites. Whilst this method preserved sub-seasonal 

cross-correlation within basin groups, only seasonal volumes were correlated across basin groups. A 

potential improvement in spatial correlation of streamflow forecasts at each of the model sites could be 

obtained using spatial reconstruction methods such as those applied to climate forecasts by Verkade et al. 

(2013), Voisin et al. (2010) and Wood & Lettenmaier (2006). Additional measures of forecast quality 

presented by Bradley et al. (2003) would assist in assessing the correlation between historical or forecast 

inflow at the available forecast sites and the observations at each of the model inflow sites.  

Improvements to the robustness of operating rules could be made by developing stochastic catchment 

models that incorporate variability in the daily patterns of flow and to generate inflow patterns more 

consistent with initial catchment condition and season. Alternatively, methods for generating forecast 

timeseries from the historical distribution, such as those used by Regonda et al. (2013) and Wu et al. (2011), 

may provide a more consistent sampling of inflow and aid case studies where only a single forecast value is 

available. Combined with a greater number of inflow scenarios from the probability distribution this could 



increase robustness to both different inflow volumes and different sequencing of the total inflow volume over 

the time period. This is important, since the pattern of flow may affect the operating rules and objective 

performance (Faber and Stedinger 2001).  

This study has also shown the potential utility of the forecasts provided by the Bureau of Meteorology to 

short-term operational planning in Australia. The more recent forecasts by the Bureau of Meterology provide 

seasonal volumes with a monthly timestep; improving the method presented here to incorporate this monthly 

pattern may reduce the uncertainty in the timing of intra-seasonal flow. Current plans to extend the 3 month 

forecasts to 1 year (Wang et al. 2014) should allow the operating rules to be optimised for expected inflows 

over the entire annual operational planning period for the case study. An alternative is to develop a method 

for extending the 3-month streamflow sequences, preferably one that preserves serial correlation (Watkins et 

al. 2000). The simulation-optimisation process may still be repeated on a monthly or seasonal basis, since 

the forecasts are more accurate for the first 3 months (Simonovic and Burn 1989; Wang et al. 2014).  

Finally, a sensitivity assessment of objective performance to total inflow indicated that for some of the case 

study objectives (minimum storage and spill), performance was more sensitive to the inflows experienced 

during the planning period than the operating rules themselves. Conversely, another objective (total cost) 

was less sensitive to observed inflow. Thus it is important for the decision-maker to simulate the performance 

of the Pareto set or chosen operating options under a range of inflow conditions to understand the sensitivity 

of different objectives to the observed inflow or to the optimised operating rules. This may aid the 

optimisation problem formulation and identify critical measures of robustness. 

In conclusion, the previous study (Ashbolt et al. 2016a) showed how multi-objective optimisation of annual 

operating rules using historical inflow can provide improvements to objective performance compared to rules-

based operation using longer-term operating rules. This study builds on that study by showing how 

incorporating seasonal streamflow forecast information in optimisation can further improve objective 

performance, by accounting for expected climate and current catchment conditions and incorporating 

uncertainty. Together these studies provide proof-of-concept of key components of the framework for short-

term operational planning of water grids proposed in Ashbolt et al. (2014), by optimising operating rules for 

expected inflow conditions. Further research might connect these two studies by extending seasonal 

forecast inflows to cover the annual operational planning horizon and testing the method for additional 

planning periods, catchments, and seasons. Recommended improvements to the method include the use of 

forecast-driven stochastic inflow sequences that account for spatial and temporal correlation and variability.  
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Table 1: List of model catchment groups for the case study, including four Bureau of Meterology (BoM) 

forecast sites, model catchment group representatives, and model catchments within the catchment group. 

Group BoM forecast site Model catchment group 

representative 

Model catchments within 

group 

1 Back Creek at Beachmont Little Nerang Dam Inflow Gold Coast, Redlands 

2 Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon 

Dam 

Maroon Dam Inflow Bremer, Logan 

3 Tinana Creek at Tagigan Road Lake MacDonald Downstream 

Inflow 

Caboolture, Mary, Maroochy, 

Mooloolah 

4 Brisbane River at Gregors Creek Wivenhoe Dam Inflow Brisbane, Pine, Toowoomba 

 



 

Table 2: Forecast median, observed (obs.) flow, and percentage difference in volume (% diff.) for the July-September season for the four Bureau of Meteorology 

forecast sites and four retrospective planning periods. The percentiles of the forecast and observed flows within the historical distribution for each site are shown in 

square brackets [%ile]. 

BoM forecast site RMSEP 
skill 
score 
(Jul-
Sep) 

 
Historic
al Jul-
Sep 
median 
(GL) 

1989 1991 1997 2000 

Forecast 
median 
(GL)  
[%ile] 

Obs. 
Flow 
(GL) 
[%ile] 

% diff.  Forecast 
median 
(GL) 
[%ile] 

Obs. 
flow  
(GL) 
[%ile] 

% 
diff.  

Forecast 
median 
(GL) 
[%ile] 

Obs. 
flow  
(GL) 
[%ile] 

% diff.  Forecast 
median 
(GL) 
[%ile] 

Obs. 
flow  
(GL) 
[%ile] 

% diff.  

Back Creek at Beachmont 53 0.34 1.1 
[90] 

0.8 
[83] 

-27 0.2 
[39] 

0.1 
[9] 

-50 0.3 
[46] 

0.3 
[46] 

0 0.4 
[58] 

0.2 
[39] 

-50 

Burnett Creek upstream of 
Maroon Dam 

53 0.48 2.2 
[85] 

1.5 
[79] 

-32 0.1 
[17] 

0 
[3] 

-100 0.1 
[17] 

0.2 
[29] 

100 1.4 
[77] 

0.4 
[46] 

-71 

Tinana Creek at Tagigan 
Road 

31 1.0 4.2 
[79] 

8.7 
[90] 

107 0.4 
[31] 

0 
[0] 

-100 0.4 
[31] 

0.3 
[25] 

-25 2.9 
[72] 

1.2 
[54] 

-59 

Brisbane River at Gregors 
Creek 

44 6.4 59.4 
[84] 

62.6 
[85] 

5 3.2 
[39] 

0.8 
[18] 

-75 1 
[21] 

0.1 
[6] 

-90 17 
[67] 

1.9 
[30] 

-89 

Average 45 2.1 16.7  
[85] 

18.4 
[85] 

14 0.98  
[32] 

0.23 
[8] 

-81 0.45 
[29] 

0.225 
[27] 

-4 5.4 
[69] 

0.93 
[42] 

-67 



Table 3: Example of forecast optimisation formulation for Model Catchment Group 4 (Brisbane, Pine and 

Toowoomba Catchments), for the July-September 1989 planning period. 

Forecast 

scenario 

(percentile) 

Forecast inflow 

volume at 

forecast site 

(GL) 

Forecast percentile 

relative to historic 

distribution at 

forecast site 

Forecast volume for 

catchment group 

representative (GL) 

Time period 

corresponding to forecast 

volume for catchment 

group representative 

10th 11.8 61st 22.5 Dec-Feb 1992-93 

25th  26.6 73rd  41.4 Nov-Jan 1896-97 

50th 59.4 84th  68.6 Jun-Aug 1892 

75th  124.2 91st  150.2 Nov-Jan 1955-56 

90th  207.6 95th  194.3 Jul-Sep 1956 

 

Table 4: Example of historical optimisation formulation for Model Catchment Group 4 (Brisbane, Pine and 

Toowoomba Catchments), for the July-September 1989 planning period. 

Historical scenario 

(percentile) 

Historical volume for 

catchment group 

representative (GL) 

Time period corresponding to historical 

volume for catchment group 

representative 

10th 5.3 Jun-Aug 1953 

25th  12.4 Jun-Aug 1899 

50th 17.8 Dec-Feb 1964-65 

75th  44.8 Jun-Aug 1966 

90th  126.7 Aug-Oct 1973 

 

Table 5: Total inflow volumes for case study simulation-optimisation model, for the four planning periods. The 

forecast and historic inflow volumes are averaged across the five percentile scenarios. 

Planning period 
Forecast Average Total 
Inflow (GL) 

Historic Average Total 
Inflow (GL) 

Observed Total 
Inflow (GL) 

July-September 1989 474.7 222.7 654.7 

July-September 1991 143 307.5 53.2 

July-September 1997 155 321.8 89.4 

July-September 2000 385.8 315 85.2 



 

Table 6: Percentage of operating options in the forecast- and historical-optimised Pareto sets for 

each of the four retrospective planning periods. 

Retrospective planning 
period 

Optimisation 
formulation 

Percentage of  operating options that are 
non-dominated for observed inflow 

July-September 1989 Forecast 14 

Historical 7 

July-September 1991 Forecast 8 

Historical 9 

July-September 1997 Forecast 23 

Historical 19 

July-September 2000 Forecast 19 

Historical 16 

 

Table 7: Objective performance of the most efficient operating options selected from the forecast-, historical- 

and observed-optimised sets for each of the four planning periods, for a preference weighting of 30% on 

minimum system storage, 40% on total cost, and 30% on total spill volume, simulated using observed inflow. 

Bold type indicates the best-performing option for each objective, for each planning period. 

Planning period Optimisation 
formulation 

Minimum System 

Storage (GL) 

Total Cost 

($ million) 

Total Spill Volume 

(GL) 

July-September 
1989 

Forecast 1,636 138 13.8 

Historical 1,636 137 13.7 

Observed 1,640 136 13.9 

July-September 
1991 

Forecast 1,019 136 0.454 

Historical 1,022 136 0.406 

Observed 1,025 136 0.406 

July-September 
1997 

Forecast 1,035 136 0.209 

Historical 1,034 137 0.213 

Observed 1,037 136 0.210 

July-September 
2000 

Forecast 1,045 136 0.016 

Historical 1,042 137 0.016 

Observed 1,045 136 0.016 

 

 

 


